london calling bag

a sewing pattern by

london calling bag
sewing tutorial

london
calling bag

This project on its own is a very big gusseted bag with a zippered top
closure. But the optional details include a front pocket with Union Jack
applique, buckle adjustable strap, and loads of inner pockets.

difficulty :

makes :

This one is pretty tough; there are a lot of extra details
and accuracy to consider.

materials

one 13” x 13” x 4” bag

& tools

• 1 yd. of 45” wide or 3/4” of 60” wide
medium to heavyweight fabric for
outer bag (I used twill)
• 1/4 yd. vinyl for bag bottom
• 1 1/2 yds. of lightweight fabric for
lining (I used quilting cotton)
• 1 2/3 yds. of 20” wide or 3/4 yd. of
45” wide light to medium weight
fusible interfacing
• 21” zipper (or longer; for top)
• 14” zipper (or longer; for front)
• 10” zipper (or longer; for lining)
• 2” wide belt buckle
• Two 1” wide rectangular metal rings
• Five 3/8” wide grommets
• Grommet setting tools

• Magnetic snap
• 3” x 3” scrap of fleece interfacing
• Appliqué supplies:
• 1/4 yd. of background stripe
fabric (white)
• 1/8 yd. of main stripe fabric
(purple)
• 1/8 yd. of accent stripe fabric
(green)
• Matching sewing thread
• Basic sewing tools (sewing machine,
scissors, iron, needles, pins, fabric
marker, seam ripper)

before you begin :
1. Print out the project pattern, pages 29-43
2. Assemble the pattern pieces by lining up
the page markings (A1 to A2, B3 to B4,
and so on)
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3. Lay out the pattern pieces on your fabric
and cut them out
4. Mark the fabric pieces with the guidelines
from the pattern
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the inner front

gather 2 Tall Pocket (B) lining pieces, 2 Short Pocket (A) lining
pieces, and 1 Front/Back (C) lining piece

1

The inner front of the bag
has two pockets, one large,
the other shorter. Align a
pair of Tall Pocket (B) and
Short Pocket (A) pieces with
right sides together (I used two
different lining fabrics to eat up
my scraps more), and sew them
along the top straight edge.
When finished, turn them right
side out and press the top seam
nice and crisp.

2

Layer the Short Pocket
(A) over the Tall Pocket
(B) and line up the raw
edges at the bottom with
all right sides facing up. Baste
the layers in place and also add
any extra lines going through the
Short Pocket (A) to create separations. For instance I created
some pencil pockets that were
about 1 1/2” apart.
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3

Now sew this whole configuration on top of one of
your Front/Back (C) lining
pieces. Align the raw edges
along the bottom with all right
sides facing up and baste the
sides and bottom in place. This
finishes the Inner Front! Set this
aside until the “Bringing the Inside
Together” section.

the inner back
The Inner Back has a set
of short pockets and a
zippered hidden pocket. We
start first with the hidden
pocket. The Hidden Pocket (D)
has a zipper window; line this
up with the zipper window on
one of the Front/Back (C) lining
pieces with right sides together.
Sew around this rectangle to
create the window.

4

gather 2 Hidden Pocket (D) lining pieces, 1 Front/Back (C) lining
piece, 2 Short Pocket (A) lining pieces, and 10” zipper
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5

Open up the window by
cutting down the middle
(lengthwise), then diagonally
into the corners as close
as you can without actually
cutting the threads.

6

Turn the pieces right side
out by slipping the Hidden
Pocket (D) into the opening
you’ve cut and flatten out
the pieces and the seam. The
corners will be a little tight, but
press them really well to get a
clean looking window for your
zipper.
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7

Install the zipper by placing
it under this opening and
centering the zipper teeth
through the opening. Make
sure the zipper slider is within
the window, then pin it in place
(taping or gluing also works and
is less obtrusive). From the front
side of this piece, sew around the
edge of the window as close as
you can to the seam – a zipper
foot really helps here.

8

When you’ve finished
sewing the zipper, trim off
the excess tape and add
the last Hidden Pocket (D)
piece to the current one with
right sides together. Sew the two
together with a 1/4” seam allowance. You’ll likely need to move
the Front/Back (C) piece out of
the way to do this.
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9

To finish the Inner Back,
we’re just adding one more
set of short pockets. Take
your two Short Pocket (A)
pieces and line them up along
the top straight edge. Sew them
together along this edge and
turn the pieces right side out and
press when complete.

10

Align the short pocket on
top of the Front/Back
piece from step 8. Match
up the bottom edges with
right sides both facing up.
Baste the pocket in place along
the sides and bottom as well as
any separating lines you’d like to
sew to make particular pockets
for anything. You’ll want to move
the hidden pocket out of the
way so you don’t accidentally
sew over it. Your Inner Back is
all done; set it aside until the
“Bringing the Inside Together”
section.
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gather 1 Tall Pocket (B) outer fabric piece, 1 Tall Pocket (B) interfacing
piece, 1 Tall Pocket (B) lining piece, 1 Front/Back (C) outer fabric piece, 1
Front/Back (C) interfacing piece, fusible fleece scrap, and magnetic snap
Fuse the interfacing pieces
to their corresponding Tall
Pocket (B) and Front/Back
(C) outer fabric pieces. Since
the Tall Pocket (B) interfacing is
without seam allowances, make
sure the interfacing is centered
properly in the middle of the
pocket before fusing. Note here
that I’m using purple plaid for
an accent on my Tall Pocket (B)
which would otherwise be the
same as the rest of the outer
fabric if I weren’t using assorted
fabrics to bust my stash.

Bring together both Tall
Pocket (B) pieces, the
outer fabric and the lining
and align them by the top
straight edge. Sew these two
pieces in place along this edge,
then turn right side out and
press flat.

11

the outer back

12
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13

Up next is to install the
magnetic snap. To give the
snap some extra support,
fuse the scrap of fusible
fleece interfacing around where
the snap will be placed, centered
on the upper edge of the Tall
Pocket (B) lining.

14

To install the snap where
the pattern guideline
indicates, press the prongs
of the thin half of the snap
into the right side of the lining
fabric. Cut two little slits where
the prongs dented the fabric,
then push the snap through the
slits. Add the base on the other
side and bend the prongs back
with a pair of pliers.
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Now take the Tall Pocket
(B) and layer it over the
Front/Back (C) outer fabric
piece with all right sides
facing up. Align the bottom
edges and baste the sides and
bottom in place.

15

16

With the Tall Pocket (B)
all basted, it’ll be easier to
tell exactly where to place
the socket half of your
magnetic snap. See where the
upper half of the snap lands on
the Front/Back (C) piece and
install the other half of the snap
there. And this section’s finished!
Set aside this piece until the
“Bringing the Outside Together”
section.
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the outer front

gather 2 Front Pocket (E) outer fabric pieces, 2 Front Pocket (E) interfacing pieces, 2 Front Pocket (E) lining pieces, 4 Zipper Tab (F) appliqué
fabric pieces,  1 Front/Back (C) outer fabric piece, 1 Front/Back (C)
interfacing piece, all of your appliqué pieces, and the 14” zipper

17

18

Apply the Front Pocket
(E) fusible interfacing to
the Front Pocket (E) outer
fabric pieces.

For the appliqué, I opted
not to use any fusible
web because I wanted my
appliqué edges to stay raw
and get frayed. Grab all your
applique pieces and lay them
out in this order. First up is the
background diagonal stripes. Line
those up in the corners and they
should overlap near the top.
After that put in the diagonal
accent stripes. Sew them around
the edges either with a zigzag
stitch or a straight stitch as I’ve
done.

11
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19

After that are the straight
background stripes; vertical
first, then horizontal. These
overlap the diagonal ones.
Lastly there are the main
stripes done the same way. The
last horizontal main strip will go
against the edge so the zipper
seam only has 2 layers of fabric;
less bulk that way.

20

When all of your appliqué
is done, use the paper
pattern to trim the fabric
and round off the corners
where the diagonal stripes end.
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21

Time to prepare the zipper!
To get it ready to sew,
we’re adding some zipper
tabs to each end. Trim
the zipper to 13” long, then
sandwich each end of the zipper
with two Zipper Tabs (F) and
sew through all 3 layers. When
finished, trim the seam allowance
to 1/4 and press the fabric away
from the zipper.

22

Install it to your front
pocket by sandwiching
it between the Front
Pocket (E) outer fabric piece
(complete with appliqué) and
the Front Pocket (E) lining piece
with the right side of the zipper
facing the outer fabric. Match up
the upper edge and sew through
all three layers with a 1/4” seam
allowance. Note here that I’m
using more green plaid as my
lining instead of more of the
lining fabric you had seen before.
Repeat this with the other side
of the pocket and the other
Front Pocket (E) outer fabric and
lining pieces.

13
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When the seams are
complete, press the fabric
away from the zipper and
edge stitch the seam close
to the zipper for a professional
finish.

23

24

We’re ready to attach
these pockets to a base,
but first that base needs a
layer of interfacing. Fuse the
Front/Back (C) interfacing piece
to the back of the Front/Back
(C) outer fabric piece. Note that
I’m using more green plaid as my
outer fabric here to use up my
stash XD but also for a nice pop
of color. So it’s not the typical
black outer fabric as in the rest
of the bag.
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Lay your Front Pocket (E) piece on top
of the Front/Back (C) piece with both
right sides facing upward. Then baste
around the entire perimeter of the layers
to hold everything in place. That completes
the Outer Front! Set this piece aside until the
“Bringing the Outside Together” section.

the strap & handle

gather your Strap (L) outer fabric and Strap (L) interfacing, the Handle (G) outer fabric and the
Handle (G) interfacing, 2 Tab (H) outer fabric pieces, 2 Tab (H) interfacing pieces, the belt buckle,
the grommets, and the two rectangular metal rings

26

Up first is the strap. Just
like with a lot of the other
pieces, apply your Strap (L)
interfacing to the Strap (L)
outer fabric by ironing it in place.
When finished, trim off 6” at the
end of the strap, this will be your
Buckle Tab. Set this aside until
step 31.

15
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Fold the Strap (L) in half
lengthwise and sew down
the entire length.

27

28

Trim the extra seam
allowance from the pointed
end and turn the Strap (L)
right side out. It’s best to
use a blunt tool like the wrong
end of a chopstick or a dowel to
get this started, since it’s quite
easy to accidentally poke a hole
in your strap with something
sharper.
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29

When the Strap (L) is all
turned. Press it so the
edges are all nice and crisp,
then edge stitch around the
perimeter of the strap.

30

Next up, install the grommets near the pointed end
of your Strap (L). Center
them along the strap and
space them out about 3” or so
apart. It really depends on how
much you want your strap to
adjust, but that’s what I went
with. The strap is ready to go!
Set this aside until the “Bringing
the Outside Together” section.

17
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31

Get out the Buckle Tab
back from step 26 and
start assembling it. Fold
under the long edges by
1/2” and press them in place.
Then fold the whole piece in
half lengthwise with wrong sides
together. When everything’s
folded, edge stitch both sides just
like in step 29 with the strap.

Fold the finished Buckle
Tab in half widthwise
and cut a small hole in
the center, this is for your
buckle tine. Loop the buckle
through the tab, inserting the
tine in the hole. Put a dab of
fray-blocking liquid on the hole
for a bit of insurance. Bring
together the raw edges of the
tab and baste them together.
Buckle’s all ready now! Set this
aside until the “Bringing the
Outside Together” section.

32
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33

Up next is the handle. First
of course is to fuse the
Handle (G) interfacing piece
to the Handle (G) outer
fabric piece as well as the Tab
(H) interfacing pieces to the Tab
(H) outer fabric pieces.

34

For the Handle (G), fold
under each long edge by
1/2” and iron in place, then
fold under each short edge
by 1/2” and iron in place. To
finish, fold the entire handle in
half lengthwise with wrong sides
together and iron the whole
thing flat.

19
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With your Handle (G)
looking neat and spiffy,
edge stitch around the
entire piece.

35

36

Attach the Handle (G) to
the rectangular metal rings
by folding over the short
edges by 1” and wrapping
those edges around the
rectangular metal rings, one on
each side. With the overlap, sew
the ends of the handle in place
by going back and forth with a
straight stitch for extra strength.
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37

To make the tabs, fold
under each long edge by
1/2”, then each short edge
by 1/2” and iron the folds
in place. Then fold the whole
tab in place widthwise. Set those
aside until the “Bringing the
Outside Together” section.

bringing the outside together

gather your Top Front (I) outer fabric and interfacing pieces, the Top Back (J) outer
fabric and interfacing pieces, 4 Zipper Tab (F) outer fabric pieces, the Bottom (K)
vinyl piece, your Handle (G), Strap (L), 21” zipper, and outer Back and Front sections

38

First we start off with the
Top Front (I) and Top Back
(J). Just like with a lot of
the other pieces, we iron the
corresponding interfacing pieces
before we can get started.

21
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39

Now prep your zipper.
Trim the zipper to 21 1/4”
long and add the Tabs (F)
by sandwiching the zipper
between two Tab (F) pieces
and sewing through all three
layers. Trim the seam allowance
to 1/4” and press the fabric away
from the zipper.

40

Now apply the zipper to
your Top Back (J) piece
with right sides facing.
Align the long edge with the
zipper tape and sew it in place
with a 1/4” seam allowance. When
finished, sew the Top Front (I) on
the other side of the zipper tape
in the same manner.
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41

When the zipper is
installed, press the fabric
away from the zipper. To
keep everything nice and
flat, edge stitch close to the
previous seam on both sides of
the zipper.

42

Up next is to add the
handle. Take your Handle
(G) piece from step 36 and
the Tabs (H) as well. Loop
the tabs around the other
end of the rectangular metal
rings, then align the tabs onto
the pattern guidelines on the
Top Back (J). When everything is
aligned (dabs of glue or tape help
here if pins are too obtrusive),
sew around the Tab (H) in a little
square to anchor the Handle (G).

23
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43

After the handle, add in
the Strap (L) and Buckle
Tab on each side. I wear
my bag on my right hand
side and I want people to see
the buckle, so basted the Buckle
Tab on the left and side and the
Strap (L) on the right. Center the
raw ends over the zipper and
baste in place with all right sides
facing upward.

44

Now to add the bottom.
Align the short edges of
the Bottom (K) with those
of the top section you just
created. Sew through all the
layers and repeat with the other
side to form a ring.
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45

Since we’re working with
vinyl, it’s going to react to
topstitching a lot better
than ironing. So after
finishing the seam, fold it
towards the vinyl and edge stitch
the previous seam to flatten
things out nicely.

46

Your top and bottom are all
complete! Now we can add it to the
front and back. Take the edge of the
Top/Bottom with the Top Back (J) side
and line it up with the edge of the Outer
Back section we completed in step 16. You’ll
see that the seams from step 44 should
line up with the square markings from the
pattern.

Pin up the edges the rest of the way,
noting that you might want to clip about
3/8” into the seam allowance at the corners
to make turning around the curves easier.
When everything’s all lined up, sew the
edges in place. Move the zipper slider to
the middle and repeat this step with the
Outer Front section and the other side of
the Top/Bottom.
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bringing the inside together

gather your Top Front (I) lining fabric piece, the Top Back (J) lining fabric
piece, the Bottom (K) lining piece, the Inner Front section, Outer Front
section, and the whole Outer Bag for last

Take your Top Front (I) and
Top Back (J) lining pieces
and fold under one long
edge of each by 1/2” and
press them flat.

47

48

Align the short edge of
these with the short edge
of the Bottom (K) lining
piece. When aligned flush
with the Bottom (K), there
should be about a 1/2” gap in the
middle where the folded edges
rest. Sew the edges together
here.
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49
45.

50

Press the seam allowances
towards the Bottom (K)
piece and edge stitch the
finished seam just as in step

Grab your Inner Front
piece and align the Top/
Bottom section you just
created around it, making
sure the edge with the Top
Front (I) gets pinned to the Inner
Front. We’re repeating the same
thing as step 46, sewing the Top/
Bottom around the sides of the
Inner Front and Back pieces. Be
sure to match up the square
markings and clip the seam
allowances in the corners to help
with the curves. When you’ve
sewn the Inner Front and Back
to both sides, your Inner Bag is
all done!

27
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51

To join the Inner Bag to
the Outer Bag, first turn
the Outer Bag inside out.
Turn the Inner Bag right
side out and nestle the Outer
Bag inside. The folded opening in
the Inner Bag should line up with
the zipper from the Outer bag,
allowing you to stitch all around
and join the two halves. Sew it all
in place with a slip stitch as well
as a few more tacking stitches
around the side seams to keep
the lining anchored within the
bag.
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zipper window (back lining only)

side seam
point

A1 A2

London Calling Bag
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Cut 2 on fold of outer fabric
Cut 2 on fold of lining fabric
Cut 2 on fold of fusible interfacing
½” seam allowance

cut on fold

FRONT & BACK (C)

B1 B2

Pg. 2/15

London Calling Bag
P A T T E R N
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SHORT POCKET (A)
Cut 4 on fold of lining fabric
½” seam allowance

A1 A2

A3 A4
cut on fold

5

B3 B4

5

zipper window

A5 A6

P A T T E R N
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HIDDEN POCKET (D)
Cut 2 on fold of lining fabric
¼” seam allowance

cut on fold

London Calling Bag

cut on fold

A3 A4

Pg. 3/15

B5 B6

5

Pg. 4/15

A5 A6

handle tab
placement

A7 A8

B7 B8

Cut 4 of outer fabric
Cut 4 of main strip applique fabric
½” seam allowance

ZIPPER TABS (F)
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P A T T E R N

metal ring
fold line

London Calling Bag

Cut 1 of outer fabric
Cut 1 of fusible interfacing
½” seam allowance

HANDLE (G)

www.cholyknight.com

P A T T E R N

Cut 2 of outer fabric
Cut 2 of fusible interfacing
½” seam allowance

TABS (H)

metal ring
fold line

A7 A8

London Calling Bag

5
Pg. 5/15

B9 B10

B1 B2

Pg. 6/15

C1 C2

snap
placement

London Calling Bag
P A T T E R N

TALL POCKET (B)

Cut 3 on fold of lining fabric
Cut 1 on fold of outer fabric
Cut 1 on fold of fusible interfacing
(sans seam allowances)
½” seam allowance

cut on fold

www.cholyknight.com

D1 D2

Cut 2 of outer fabric
Cut 2 of lining fabric
Cut 2 of fusible interfacing
½” seam allowance

FRONT POCKET (E)

www.cholyknight.com

P A T T E R N

C1 C2

London Calling Bag
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B3 B4

5
Pg. 7/15

C3 C4

D3 D4

Cut 1 of vinyl
Cut 1 of lining fabric
½” seam allowance

BOTTOM (K)
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P A T T E R N

London Calling Bag

C3 C4

B5 B6

5
Pg. 8/15

C5 C6

D5 D6
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London Calling Bag
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London Calling Bag

handle tab
placement

TOP BACK (J)

Cut 1 of outer fabric
Cut 1 of lining fabric
Cut 1 of fusible interfacing
½” seam allowance

TOP FRONT (I)

Cut 1 of outer fabric
Cut 1 of lining fabric
Cut 1 of fusible interfacing
½” seam allowance

C5 C6

B7 B8

5
Pg. 9/15

C7 C8

D7 D8

B9 B10

5

London Calling Bag
P A T T E R N
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BACKGROUND APPLIQUE
(VERTICAL STRIPE)
Cut 2 of background fabric

P A T T E R N
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Cut 4 of accent fabric

ACCENT STRIP APPLIQUE
(DIAGONAL STRIPE)

London Calling Bag

C7 C8

Pg. 10/15

D9 D10

note: cut points
on one end only

D1 D2
Pg. 11/15

E1 E2

E1 E2

D3 D4

15

Pg. 12/15

London Calling Bag
P A T T E R N
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London Calling Bag
P A T T E R N
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London Calling Bag
P A T T E R N
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STRAP (L)

Cut 1 on fold of outer fabric
Cut 1 on fold of fusible interfacing
½” seam allowance

E3 E4

D5 D6

15

E3 E4

Pg. 13/15

MAIN STRIPE APPLIQUE
(HORIZONTAL)
Cut 2 of main applique fabric

BACKGROUND APPLIQUE
(HORIZONTAL STRIPE)
Cut 2 of background fabric

E5 E6

E5 E6

D7 D8

15

Pg. 14/15

London Calling Bag
P A T T E R N
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BACKGROUND APPLIQUE
(DIAGONAL STRIPE)
Cut 4 of background fabric

E7 E8

P A T T E R N

E7 E8
Cut 2 of main applique fabric

MAIN STRIPE APPLIQUE
(VERTICAL)
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London Calling Bag

cut on fold

D9 D10

15
Pg. 15/15

